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Congratulations to all the IEA’s new and promoted members! Here is the list of changes
made at this year’s Open Exhibition:

Promoted to Full Member:
John Glover, Wayne Ford and Lucy Pegg

Promoted to Associate Member:
Sue Wilmer, Pauline Sexton and Michele Ashby

The new provisional members are:
Raymond Leech, Mark Ward, Margaret Mallows, India Durban, Nicholas Elliott and Alison D'Oyley

FELLOW (3)
Bob Brandt (Past President)
Brian Ryder (Past President)
Andrew Dibben (Vice-President)

HONORARY (4)
Lillias August
Alwyn Crawshaw
Andrew King

FULL (22)
Derek Blois (President)
Liz Balkwill
Rosemary Carruthers
Hilary Carter
Wayne Ford
Mari French
Robert Gillmor
Margaret Glass
John Glover
Eddie Goodridge
Janice Gordon
Mita Higton
Steve Higton
Jane Hodgson
Ian MacManus
John Patchett
Lucy Pegg
Godfrey Sayers
Mo Teeuw

John Tookey
Kimberley Walker
Graham Webber

ASSOCIATE (8)
Michele  Ashby
Emma Kate Hulett
Suzanne Lawrence
James Power
Pauline Sexton
Sally Temple
Mary Thatcher
Sue Wilmer

PROVISIONAL (15)
Julia Bristow
June Crawshaw
Alison D'Oyley
India Durban
Nicholas Elliott
Chris Giles
Geoff Goddard
Graham Lamb
Raymond Leech
Margaret Mallows
Ruth McCabe
Pauline Plummer
Mark Ward
Les Williams
Richard Woodfield

Here is the full list of all IEA Members:

Front cover painting: “Salad Days”, watercolour by Kimberley Walker IEA
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IEA Open: the standard continues to rise
Another IEA Open Exhibition has just drawn to a close, and now it is time to take stock once again.
In terms of submissions, this year's event was the most successful yet, with the greatest number of paintings
entered, and the quality of the entries also of a very high standard. Some 329 works were submitted by
non-members of the IEA. A total of 102 paintings were hung in the exhibition - the largest number of pictures
hung in the gallery, since the old days when some works were hung on the pegboard panels hidden behind
the blinds. Gallery owner Adrian Hill was keen to hang all the pictures in front of the new grey blinds on this
occasion, in order to give the most consistent appearance to the exhibition.
A number of visitors were heard commenting on the quality of the exhibition, and saying that the standard
continues to rise; many of us in the IEA agree. Thank you to everyone who submitted, whether your work was
hung or not.
As usual, the selection panel had a very difficult job choosing the best work for the show, with many fine
paintings just missing out. In a few instances, the poor or indifferent framing of a work made the difference,
and so we would urge everyone submitting not to skimp on their framing. Do beware of the size rules too!
The success of the IEA has created a new problem, in that many feel that we have now outgrown our current
venue. This will be the subject of much animated discussion in the coming months. A possible solution is that
the IEA Open should be an exhibition of non-members’ work only, and that the members should hold a separate
exhibition. I must stress that nothing has yet been decided!
Once again, the IEA expresses its grateful thanks to Adrian Hill and family, and their lovely staff, particularly
Jade Borley, for all their hard work in hanging and running the exhibition so ably.

Scenes from the IEA Open Private View, with President
Derek Blois giving the welcome address.



Above: Presidents present and past; paintings by Derek
Blois (top), Bob Brandt (lower middle), and Brian Ryder
(far left and right). We are delighted that Brian has
recovered sufficiently from surgery to be able to return to
his studio!

Above left: works by Sharon Wright and award-winning
pastellist Michele Ashby.
Top right: Pauline Sexton, who has become a
Provisional Member, with her pastel painting of a bee.
Above: Sue Arnold with her floral painting.
Above right: first time exhibitor Louise Chapman with
her abstract painting.
Left: visitors admiring work at the Private View, and
below that, Geoff Goddard once again submitted some
stunning portraits.

Graham Lamb
submitted another of
his meticulous pen
and ink drawings;
this time a view of
Elm Hill, Norwich,
and has become an
Associate Member.

Another fine
monochrome work:
a superb charcoal
drawing with the title
“Connoisseurs”, by
David Harrison.
(Right)



A trio of monochrome
works:

Above, a View of Florence,
in graphite, by Izzy
Wingham.

Far left, a self-portrait by
John Glover.

And left, a pen and ink study
of trees on the Felbrigg
estate by Richard
Woodfield.

Below centre, “Girl in an
Icelandic Jumper”, by Kerry
Timewell

An interesting addition to this year’s Open Exhibition was a “lucky dip” for small original works given by Members
in aid of the President’s charity - Combat Stress. A £20 donation gave one the right to pick one of the valuable
envelopes, sight unseen! Here, Member Eddie Goodridge opens his envelope, and finds an original by former
President Bob Brandt.
Our grateful thanks go to Eddie Goodridge, and also Wayne Ford, for their huge contribution to the
organisation of this year’s Open Exhibition.
Above right, many visitors admired Liz Balkwill’s superb pastel portrait, which was this year’s winner of Michael
and Teresa Hill’s  “Best In Show” award. Thank you Michael and Teresa, for your continuing support of the IEA!



MORE EXCELLENT WORKS FROM THE IEA OPEN EXHIBITION. Congratulations to Sue Willmer
(work shown above left) on becoming an Associate Member of the IEA at this year’s Open; to Alison d’Oyley
(above centre) on becoming a Provisional Member, and to Lucy Pegg on becoming a Full Member of the IEA.

Margaret Mallows, whose displayed work included this fine screenprint
(above left), was made a Provisional Member of the IEA.
Centre, an oil on board of Boats at Southwold Harbour by Andrew
Newman, who was the winner of the Ruth Hill Memorial Prize.
Above right, Mark Ward submitted more of his quirky paintings this year,
and became a Provisional Member. This one is titled “Parcel For An Egret”.

Above left: Nicholas Elliott showed this floral painting.
Above right, Raymond Leech RSMA submitted some exquisite works,
among which was this one; he was made a Provisional Member.
Above centre, this striking print was by Provisional Member Julia
Bristow.
Below right, Mike Daley, Chairman of EAGMA, showed this fine
marine painting, “On The Bristol Run”.



All change at The Gallery, Holt
There is no doubting the stylish new look of the refurbished gallery, and Adrian Hill is to be congratulated on
achieving the tangible creation of the vision he had for his premises. It is quite surprising what a change has
been achieved by alterations which appear at first sight to be relatively small. Do not be fooled however: these
changes represent a great deal of hard work and expenditure. The brick-weave path leading to the gallery was
completely laid in just one week, thanks to the numbers of men working on this feature alone! The new double
doors, with mock pediment above, also help considerably in giving a classy look. Inside the gallery, a more
open look has been achieved, and the grey paintwork and blinds are fashionable and stylish too. Some may
be unhappy with the alterations and the new exhibiting system, but Adrian was left with no option other than
to change the operating model of his gallery, in the light of swiftly changing business trends... We must wish
him success in his new venture.

The inaugural exhibition in the redecorated gallery was entitled
“Transformation”, and featured watercolour works by many members
of the R.I., R.W.S., and R.B.A. It was very good to also see on show
paintings by the IEA’s own Kimberley Walker and Wayne Ford. It was
particularly interesting to see the change in subject matter and
treatment in Kimberley’s superb large-scale botanical studies.
Congratulations to her!
Left: Sun, Sea and Shadows, by Wayne Ford.
Below: Symphony in Bee (left), and Rhapsody in Red, by Kimberley Walker



This issue’s featured artist:  Rosemary Carruthers IEA
I spent a delightful afternoon in the company of
Rosemary Carruthers, at her Holt bungalow, getting to
know her a little, and looking at many of her delightful
paintings.
Rosemary and her husband John downsized about 18
months ago, from the house where they had lived for
47 years, in Fakenham. As can be imagined, this was
quite a wrench, but they have settled happily in their
new surroundings, and Rosemary has enjoyed
restoring the garden from the semi-wilderness state in
which it had been left. Her garden is almost as
important to her as her painting. The move followed a
period of serious illness, from which Rosemary is
beginning to feel that she has recovered, and now she
is itching to spend longer days in her studio.

Rosemary was brought up in a very artistic family; her
mother was a musician, and her father a gifted amateur watercolourist. Some fine examples of his work hang
in pride of place in her entrance hall. After leaving school, Rosemary went straight to art school, studying at
Canterbury and Bideford Colleges of Art. She says that she hated her Foundation year, which followed a strict
regimen of study disciplines, including dress design and even millinery. But, a sympathetic tutor sometimes
secreted her away from this tedium, and set her up in front of a still-life group instead, and this she loved.

Rosemary began exhibiting her work in the West
Country in the early 1970s, and taught GCE O Level
art and Recreational art from very early on after
finishing her studies, in order to help earn a living. She
moved to Norfolk in 1973. She would teach on up to
four or five days or evenings per week, and did this for
some twenty-five years, gradually reducing this to just
two days a week. But painting itself was very much her
raison d’être, and she says that she cannot imagine a
life in which she did not paint.

She describes Cézanne as her hero, but lists many
other painters whom she admires greatly, including
Bonnard, Vuillard, Sickert, Nicolas de Stael, and more
currently, Barbara Rae, Diana Arnfield, and Bernard
Dunstan. All these painters are notable for a loose
treatment of paint, or even a degree of abstraction,
which is very much the way that Rosemary herself works. Her very tidy and organised studio features a large
bookcase, overflowing with large-format books on her favourite painters. She also has many of her own
paintings on the walls; some recent, and some older. A pet’s bed and toys occupies a quarter of the floor
space; her beloved dogs keep her company there when she is painting.

Rosemary’s earlier paintings were stylistically similar to those produced by members of the New English Art
Club - loose figurative or floral studies. (She did, in fact, exhibit regularly with the NEAC at the Mall Galleries
for a number of years). But in more recent years, she has veered increasingly towards abstraction, which she
loves with a passion.
During this year’s IEA Open Exhibition, Rosemary painted in The Gallery for a
couple of sessions, producing a delightful beach scene, based on one of her earlier
works. She says that she felt she could not paint in an abstract way in The Gallery,
because abstraction requires a different mindset; “…it happens, rather than being
totally engineered…” as she puts it! She says that she derives great pleasure from
incorporating animal and human figures into her work, as they go about their daily
work or play. A fascination with both positive and negative shapes, and how they
relate in space, plus a desire to explore surfaces and underlying textures are
sometimes her inspiration; or it can come from a visual form, colour, music, or
poetry. She also enjoys painting musicians, and was Artist in Residence in the



Early Music Festival in York, a few years ago. During this, she
painted in York Minster, at the tail end of the building’s
restoration following the fire, and had some of her works
reproduced as posters and postcards to raise funds for the
Minster.

Rosemary has almost always been approached by galleries to
show her work, rather than her needing to approach galleries
- probably thanks to her early exposure in the New English Art
Club exhibitions. She has shown at the Llewellyn Alexander
Gallery and New Grafton Gallery in London, the Westcliffe
Gallery in Sheringham, the School House Gallery in Wighton,
Kentmere House in York, the Look Gallery in Helmsley, and
Thompsons Gallery in Aldeburgh, among others.

We wish Rosemary continuing good health, and look forward
to seeing more of her paintings.

Right, Rosemary visiting The Gallery during the IEA Open, with
her dogs, and sitting below one of her paintings. She wishes now
that she had entitled this one “The Plight of the Bumble Bee”.
Below, an abstraction and a floral painting spotted in her studio.
Bottom left, an earlier figurative study, “The Blue Skirt”, 55x39cm



Congratulations to Wayne Ford on being made a Full Member of the IEA. Wayne serves on the IEA Council,
and helped with organisation of this year’s Open Exhibition.
Wayne will be showing work in Art Fair East, at St.Andrew’s Hall, Norwich, 29th November-1st December, on
the Studio Art Gallery stand. He recently posted on Facebook this set of bird illustrations, which he worked on
in the 1990s, when he was a professional illustrator.

Jane Hodgson IEA has a busy exhibiting time ahead of her
over November/December:
'Burning reeds on high spring tide, Cley', shown above, is a large
oil, one of two paintings in an Arts Council funded show at
Riverside Studios, Woolwich, 8 to 30 November. Painters from
around Europe will show work and give workshops, and on 30th
November there will be a conference on the state of Figurative
Painting.
'Early Morning reed cutting, Cley', oils, (above right) was selected
for this year’s ROI open show at the Mall Galleries, London, from
26 Nov to 8 December.
'Technical Hitch, Sheringham' a small acrylic sketch, will be
shown in the Two Rivers Art Fair, Neatishead Village Hall on 16
November, which will showcase work of the best local trade, craft
and arts people.



This has been another great year for India
Mae Durban, who has won the 'Peoples'
Choice Award' at the IEA Open Exhibition, The
Gallery, Holt, for her stunning oil painting
'Rosanna', which sold during the show. India
wins a £50 Art Materials Voucher. And, India
has been made a Provisional Member of the
IEA!
I managed to speak to India during the Private
View, and she told me that she nearly hadn’t
submitted to this year’s Open.
Following the completion of her Degree in Fine
Art at Falmouth University, she is working as
a teaching assistant, and painting portrait
commissions in her spare time.
She finds it difficult fitting in enough painting
time, but decided to pull out all the stops in
order to submit this wonderful painting. She is
also showing 2 works in The Gallery’s latest
exhibition, “Elements”. (See below, with their
subjects).
Congratulations India!

On the subject of portraits, congratulations are
also due to Freya Hoayun, who produced this
striking self-portrait, (above) shown in the IEA
Open. This is an oil on board.

This was one of Michele Ashby’s successful submissions this
year - “Give Me Five Minutes” (below). Michele won the ‘Best
in Show’ prize a couple of years back, and has now been made
an Associate Member of the IEA.

In other IEA news: former President Bob Brandt and Vice-President Andrew Dibben have been made
Fellows (FIEA), in recognition of their roles as co-founders of the IEA, and their eight years of service to the
Institute. Each received a framed certificate to mark the occasion. Unfortunately, Bob was away in his native
Bristol on the evening of the Private View, so received his certificate later! We are all greatly indebted to Bob,
for stepping in to the President’s role following Brian’s accident and illness, and his major contributions to the
organisation and running of the IEA.  Above left: Andrew holding his certificate.
Andrew spent two whole days painting in The Gallery during the Open Exhibition, and raised £300 for BBC
Children in Need 2019 by selling the 3 small paintings he produced there, thanks to Facebook publicity.



Sally Temple is showing her distinctive oil paintings at the
Cley Nature Reserve Gallery until 26th November. Left,
her cloudscape painting from the IEA Open. Right, works
on show at Cley. Sally demonstrated her finger-painting
technique in The Gallery during the IEA Open.

Two of the striking paintings by Eddie Goodridge IEA to be shown in a Christmas exhibition of Native American
portraits at Old School Hall, Fulmodeston, Norfolk, on 7th December, 10am to 1pm. The work on the left is oil
on linen, 30x24cm.


